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Abstract: The World Trade Organization (WTO) dispute settlement process allows
a defending Member a ‘reasonable period of time’ (RPT) to implement any
findings that its contested measures are inconsistent with WTO law. If agreement
on this RPT cannot be reached, Article 21.3(c) of the Understanding on Rules and
Procedures Governing the Settlement of Disputes (DSU) provides for the possibility
of arbitration on the length of the RPT. The DSU provides limited guidelines on
the RPT, stating only that it should not normally exceed 15 months. In practice,
Arbitrators have developed the standard that the RPT should reflect the shortest
possible period under the domestic legal system of the defending Member to make
the changes necessary to comply with the WTO rulings. Our research confirms that
in practice Arbitrators have determined this period by ‘splitting the difference’
approximately between the periods suggested by the complaining and defending
Member. In addition, the process appears to reward defending Members that
request an RPT that exceeds the 15-month guideline in Article 21.3(c).
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When the final result is expected to be a compromise, it is often prudent to start
from an extreme position.

John Maynard Keynes
The Economic Consequences of Peace (1920: 28)

1. Introduction

In this paper, we inquire into the criteria that WTO Arbitrators have employed in
order to calculate the reasonable period of time (RPT) in arbitrations under Article
21.3(c) of the DSU. The RPT is a key concept inWTO dispute settlement, and refers
to the period that defendants will have to comply with adverse rulings of a WTO
Panel or the Appellate Body.

Using detailed information on every Article 21.3(c) case since the inception of the
DSU in 1995 – a total of 34 disputes to date – we analyze the factors that have
influenced the RPT decision.1 While Arbitrators take into account dispute-
specific circumstances, we nonetheless find that, for all practical purposes,
Arbitrators commonly take the path of compromise, opting for an RPT that
approximately lies half-way between the time proposed by the complaining
Member(s) and that proposed by the defending Member.

We interpret the Arbitrators’ tendency to ‘split the pie’ as an approach that is
seen as one that is not only consistent with the DSU’s desire for fairness and
balance but also allows both sides to inform domestic constituencies that the
Article 21.3(c) process has incorporated their concerns and interests. In practice,
however, this interpretation is perhaps somewhat naïve. Parties appear to have
adapted to the Arbitrator’s tendency to split the difference. We find that defending
Members increasingly ask for an extremely long RPT. Even though the RPT virtu-
ally never exceeds 15 months, defending Members often ask for more than 15
months and, consequently, generally receive a longer RPT than they would if
they limited their request to the 15-month guideline.

Our analysis also indicates that given the fairly high degree of predictability of
the outcome of an Article 21.3(c) proceeding, parties have strong incentives to
agree on a negotiated RPT under Article 21.3(b), thereby avoiding the burden
and expense of an Article 21.3(c) arbitration.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we present some general statis-
tics on the use of Article 21.3(c). In Sections 3 and 4, we discuss the legal frame-
work, the constraints that Arbitrators must observe when deciding on an RPT.
Here, we establish that Arbitrators are left with substantial discretion and,

1Our database spans the time period 1 January 1995 to 31May 2016. The earliest Article 21.3(c) arbi-
tration is Japan–Alcoholic Beverages II (1996), and the most recent dispute is Peru–Agricultural Products
(2015). Data are publicly available at www.wto.org.
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hence, an examination of practice is necessary in order to extrapolate the criteria
actually used to decide on the RPT. Sections 5 and 6 are dedicated to a discussion
of practice. We establish that Arbitrators almost always offer each side a ‘moral’
victory by splitting the difference between the complaining Members’ bid and
the defending Member’s request. Section 7 recaps our conclusions in brief.

2. The use of Article 21.3(c)

Before proceeding with our analysis of the RPT process, it is helpful to review
briefly the use of Article 21.3(c) of the DSU. Other studies of DSU practice are rele-
vant. Horn et al. (2011) provide a general overview on the use of the DSU and char-
acterize the actual time needed to adjudicate disputes. Peng (2008) offers a
preliminary look at the use of Article 21.3(c).2

In Table 1, we list the complainants involved in these disputes. As is the case with
overall DSU activity, the European Union3 (EU) and United States (US) are the two
most active Article 21.3(c) complainingMembers. We note that the total number of
complaining Members (59) exceeds the number of Article 21.3(c) disputes (34)
because multiple complaining Members are often involved (11 disputes had mul-
tiple complainants). In one arbitration, US–Offset Act (Byrd Amendment)
(Article 21.3(c) of the DSU), there were 11 complaining Members.

Table 2 reports the defending Members in Article 21.3(c) proceedings. There is
only one defending Member in each dispute so the total number of defendants

Table 1. Complaining Members in Article 21.3(c) proceedings

Complaining Members No. of disputes

EU 11
US 7
Canada 6
Japan 5
Mexico 4
Brazil, Korea, Thailand 3 each
Argentina, Australia, Guatemala, Honduras, India 2 each
Antigua and Barbuda, Chile, China, Ecuador, Indonesia, Panama, Viet Nam 1 each
TOTAL 59

Note: Does not add-up to total number of proceedings because some disputes involve multiple
complainants.

2 Brewster and Chilton (2014) examine the broader question of how and why the US complies (or does
not comply) with WTO DSU rulings.

3 In disputes prior to 1 December 2009, the EU was referred to as the European Communities (EC).
For ease of reference, in this paper we use the current term, except when citing actual disputes prior to
the change in nomenclature.
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matches the total number of disputes. Once again, as is the case with overall DSU
activity, the US and EU are the two most frequent defending Members.

Table 3 lists the covered agreements, which were the subject of Article 21.3(c)
proceedings. As was the case with the list of complaining Members, the total
number of covered agreements (55) exceeds the number of disputes because
often multiple agreements have been found to be inconsistent in a single dispute.
Specifically, 19 disputes involved a single agreement and ten disputes involved
two different agreements – most often the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT 1994) and the Agreement on Implementation of Article VI of the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994 (Anti-Dumping Agreement). Four
disputes involved three WTO covered agreements, and one dispute, US–Offset
Act (Byrd Amendment) (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU), involved four WTO
covered agreements.

Table 2. Defending Members in Article 21.3(c) proceedings

Defending Members No. of disputes

US 13
EU 5
Canada 3
Chile, Japan 2 each
Argentina, Australia, Brazil, China, Colombia, Dominican
Republic, Indonesia, Korea, Peru

1 each

TOTAL 34

Table 3. Covered agreements in Article 21.3(c) proceedings

Covered agreements No. of disputes

GATT 1994 21
Anti-Dumping Agreement 9
SCM Agreement 6
WTO Agreement 3
TRIPS Agreement 3
GATS 3
Agreement on Agriculture 3
SPS Agreement 2
Agreement on Safeguards 2
TRIMs Agreement 1
TBT Agreement 1
Agreement on Customs Valuation 1
TOTAL 55

Note: Does not add-up to total number of proceedings because some disputes involve multiple covered
agreements.
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In four disputes, the parties were able to reach an agreement regarding the RPT
before the Arbitrator had completed its work. These arbitrations are dropped from
the remaining sections of the analysis.4

3. The legal framework

The primary remedy available to successful complainants in WTO dispute settle-
ment proceedings is that the defending Member must bring its WTO-inconsistent
measures into compliance with WTO law. Naturally, this entails some changes
in the defending Member’s laws and regulations. Often, these changes cannot
happen overnight. Accordingly, the DSU envisages that Members may have a
RPT to bring their WTO-inconsistent measures into compliance.

Article 21.3(b) of the DSU provides the parties to the dispute with an opportunity
to reach a mutual agreement on the RPT. If they cannot do so, however, Article
21.3(c) of the DSU provides for an arbitration to determine the RPT.5

The DSU provides only general guidance as to what this RPT should be. On the
one hand, Article 21.3 of the DSU expresses a preference for immediate implemen-
tation. The defending Member may have a RPT to comply only if that is impracti-
cal. Article 21.3(c) of the DSU notes that the RPT shall normally not exceed 15
months from the date of adoption of the underlying report. There is, however,
no further express guidance as to how the RPT should be determined.

3.1 The objective function of Article 21.3(c) of DSU

Article 21.3 of the DSU, as noted above, regulates the process for establishing the
RPT to implement recommendations and rulings ofWTO dispute settlement Panels
and the Appellate Body. As also noted, immediate compliance with rulings (Panel
and/or Appellate Body) is the preferred option. Realistically, immediate or even
prompt compliance is not always in the cards. Either for innocuous reasons (e.g.,
administrative procedures that must be followed for a statute to be rescinded or
amended), and/or political economy reasons (reluctance to implement/difficulties
in building political consensus to implement adverse rulings), compliance more
often than not does not take place immediately or even very quickly. Thus, an
RPT becomes de facto a necessity. During the RPT, the defending Member may

4 They were the following Article 21.3(c) of the DSU proceedings: US–Zeroing (Japan), Dominican
Republic–Cigarettes, US–Softwood Lumber V, and US–Line Pipe. In these cases, a report of the proceed-
ings was issued but no award was made. In US–Line Pipe, the US and Korea requested the Arbitrator to
delay the issuance of the Arbitral award on several occasions in order to allow time for additional bilateral
discussions. See US–Line Pipe (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU), paras. 6 and 8. There is no apparent common
pattern explaining why the parties eventually agreed on the RPT during the arbitration proceedings. In
general, we would expect a high degree of compliance of defending Members with mutually agreed
RPTs, precisely because it was voluntarily agreed to proceed accordingly.

5 Palmeter, Mavroidis, and Meagher (2016).
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continue to apply the WTO-inconsistent measures without further consequences.
Consistent case law suggests that the rights and obligations regarding remedial
action kick in at the end of the RPT.6

If implementation were left to its discretion, the defending Member might pro-
crastinate. The domestic interests that propelled it to pursue the WTO-inconsistent
measures in the first place will wish to keep the measures in place as long as possible
in order to continue to benefit from them. On the other hand, if the decisionwas left
exclusively to the complainingMember, it might insist on an unrealistically short time
for implementation.Wherenegotiations areunsuccessful, therefore, a processneeds to
be established where the opinions of both sides can be heard and reconciled.

Article 21.3 of the DSU provides for a three-stage process. First, a Dispute
Settlement Body (DSB)7 meeting will be convened within 30 days from the adop-
tion of the Panel and Appellate Body (if any) Reports. At that meeting, the com-
plaining Member can propose a period which, if accepted by the defending
Member, will be the RPT within which compliance should occur (Article 21.3(a)
of the DSU)). In practice, this occurs very rarely. Second, if the complaining
Member’s proposal is not accepted, the process moves to a second stage where
the complaining and defending Member(s) can continue to negotiate an RPT for
an additional 15 days and, if an agreement is reached, communicate their agree-
ment to the DSB (Article 21.3(b) of the DSU)). Third, if 45 days have elapsed
since the adoption of the final report and no agreement has been reached, the
parties may have recourse to arbitration.8 In this case, an Arbitrator will determine
the RPT (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU)).

3.2 Last resort

The system established by Article 21.3 of the DSU and outlined above makes it
clear that recourse to arbitration in order to calculate the RPT is the last resort.
It is available only when a bargained solution proves to be out of reach. If recourse
to arbitration were not available when bilateral agreement proved elusive, imple-
mentation and compliance could otherwise stall at this stage. This is a very realistic
scenario in light of the tenets of Article 23.2 of the DSU, which prevents WTO
Members from unilaterally deciding that another Member has acted inconsistently
WTO law.

The preference for a bargaining solution is not inconsequential. We expect com-
plaining Members to request a shorter, and the defending Member a longer, period.

6 See, for example, the Panel Report on EC–Hormones (Article 22.6–EC) at para. 38.
7 The DSB is the WTO body administering the DSU. Every WTOMember participates in this body. Its

decisions are taken by consensus, except, as is well known, the decisions regarding recourse to Panels/
Appellate Body and adoption of Panel/Appellate Body Reports, and requests for adoption of countermea-
sures (suspension of concessions).

8 There is no obligation to do so, as parties to the dispute can continue to negotiate in the hope of reach-
ing a bilateral agreement.
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Nevertheless, where bilateral solutions can be reached, there is a high likelihood that
they will be implemented, precisely because parties have voluntarily agreed to
proceed accordingly. On the other hand, we would rationally expect Arbitrators
to find a middle ground, choosing an RPT between the suggested periods, rather
than calculate de novo and arrive, eventually, at an entirely independent period.
By doing so, Arbitrators would show some respect for the statutory preference for
a bargaining solution by trying to accommodate the preferences of the parties to
the dispute to the extent possible. Furthermore, from a purely administrative point
of view, it is easier to use the suggested deadlines as points of reference, rather
than start from scratch by first developing the appropriate criteria and then calculat-
ing the RPT de novo on the basis of those criteria.

3.3 Who appoints the Arbitrator?

According to footnote 12 to Article 21.3(c) of the DSU, the parties to the dispute
must attempt to agree on an Arbitrator. If they succeed, they will communicate
the name to the DSB. If, ten days after the matter has been referred to arbitration,
the parties have not agreed on the Arbitrator, the Director-General (DG) of the
WTO must appoint the Arbitrator within a further ten days.

The DG must consult with the parties to the dispute on their preferences regard-
ing the identity of the Arbitrator. However, the DG is not obliged to accept the pre-
ferences or suggestions of the parties. As the process is confidential, we cannot be
certain whether the eventual choice corresponds to a name or the characteristics
proposed by the parties. As noted in the following section, however, a convention
has developed in practice that the Arbitrator is a sitting or former member of the
Appellate Body. Of the 30 disputes to be analyzed we found that the parties
agreed on an Arbitrator in 18 disputes; the Arbitrator was appointed by the DG
in the other 12 disputes.

3.4 Identity of Arbitrator

Footnote 13 to Article 21.3(c) of DSU states: ‘The expression “arbitrator” shall be
interpreted as referring either to an individual or a group.’ So far the Arbitrator has
always been an individual and never a group. As the first Arbitrators were
Appellate Body members, the convention has developed that the Arbitrator is
usually a current or former Appellate Body member. Only in one recent arbitration,
US–Shrimp II (Viet Nam), the Arbitrator was not an acting or former member of
the Appellate Body. In that case, the Arbitrator was a member of the original Panel
(see Table 4).9

9 This was Simon Farbenbloom, an Australian government official. In EC–Hormones (Article 21.3(c)
of the DSU), the Brazilian Ambassador Celso Lafer was nominated to be Arbitrator jointly with former
Appellate Body member Lacarte Muró; however, he was unable to accept this nomination. The arbitration
was solely conducted by Lacarte Muró.
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3.5 Task of Arbitrators

The task of the Arbitrator is simply to determine the duration of the RPT. The
Arbitrator in US–Offset Act (Byrd Amendment) (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU) put
it eloquently, when stating ‘it is not part of my mandate to determine or even to
suggest the manner in which the United States is to implement the recommenda-
tions and rulings of the DSB’ (para. 48). A few lines later in the same report, we
read ‘my task is not to look at how implementation will be carried out, but to deter-
mine when it will be done’ (para. 53, emphasis in the original).

The Arbitrator in EC–Chicken Cuts (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU) expressed the
same view in even more succinct terms: ‘my task focuses on the when not on the
what’ (para. 49, emphasis in the original). There is no ‘firewall’ of course,
between the ‘when’ and the ‘what’. The means at the disposal of a WTO
Member to implement will undeniably influence the duration of the RPT. A
WTO Member might, for example, have to observe constitutional deadlines or
other requirements in order to amend its laws. The Arbitrator has no mandate to
require or even to request defending Members to disrespect their constitution or
other domestic legal requirements in implementing Panel and Appellate Body
rulings and recommendations.

The reference to the ‘when’ and the ‘what’ is therefore, better understood as a
standard of review device. The Arbitrator has to take domestic legal constraints
as given. However, it has discretion to decide on the duration of the RPT within
the constraints circumscribed by domestic law.10

In Chile–Price Band System (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU), the Arbitrator captured
this point to perfection when stating that the period of time should be the ‘shortest
possible within the legal system of the Member to implement the relevant recom-
mendations and rulings of the DSB’ (para. 34).

Table 4. Identity of Arbitrators, 1996–2015

Identity No. of disputes

Current AB member 22
Former AB member 7
Other 1

10 The defending Member is not required to have recourse to any extraordinary or ‘urgency’ proce-
dures envisaged in its domestic law to bring the WTO-inconsistent measure into compliance with WTO
law. See, e.g., Award of the Arbitrators in US–COOL (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU), para. 70; Brazil–
Retreaded Tyres (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU), para. 48, and Korea–Alcoholic Beverages (Article 21.3(c)
of the DSU), para. 42.
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3.6 Guidelines for Arbitrators

The Arbitrator will not start work from a clean slate. As noted above, the prefer-
ence is for immediate implementation. In addition, Article 21.3(c) of the DSU
states that: ‘the reasonable period of time … should not exceed 15 months’.

The word ‘should’ leaves little doubt that the period that the Arbitrator decides
in individual disputes could be either longer or shorter than the 15-month guide-
line. This was confirmed by the Arbitrator’s award in Chile–Price Band System
(Article 21.3(c) of the DSU). The Arbitrator, not only endorsed the view that the
15-month period was a mere ‘guideline’, but further underscored that the ‘particu-
lar circumstances’ of a specific case take precedence, and might dictate a shorter or
longer period after all (para. 34): ‘Notwithstanding this “guideline”… I must ultim-
ately be informed by the ‘particular circumstances’ of a given case.’ The Arbitrator
concluded that its task was to identify the ‘shortest possible [time] within the legal
system of the Member to implement the relevant recommendations and rulings of
the DSB’, in the light of the ‘particular circumstances’ of the dispute.11 This has
become the guideline consistently used by subsequent Arbitrators.

Thus, in EC–Bananas III (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU), the Arbitrator recom-
mended a period that exceeded the 15-month period (para. 20). Of all 34 Article
21.3(c) disputes through 2015, however, EC–Bananas III is the only dispute to
date in which the RPT awarded has exceeded 15 months.

We now turn to how in practice the Arbitrators have gone about the task of iden-
tifying the shortest possible time within the legal system of the defending Member.
We start with a discussion of the pertinent procedural issues, before moving to a
discussion of the circumstances that have influenced the Arbitrators in their deter-
minations of the RPT.

3.7 Procedural issues

Article 21.3(c) of the DSU requests from Arbitrators to issue their report within 90
days from the date of adoption of recommendation and rulings of the final report.
In practice, parties to the dispute can agree to a longer period and inform the
Arbitrator accordingly. This happens very frequently, for two reasons. First, the
parties may wish to extend the time available to agree on the RPT in order to
have enough time to implement adverse rulings, and thus reduce the possibility
for inadequate implementation and recourse to countermeasures. Second, once
the arbitration commences, the parties may wish to extend the deadline to facilitate
a mutually convenient schedule for submissions and the hearing before the
Arbitrator. In practice, this means that the arbitrations usually get started too
late to make it feasible for the Arbitrator to complete its work within the 90-day
deadline.

11 Award of the Arbitrator, Chile–Price Band System (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU), para. 34.
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As with other aspects of WTO dispute settlement proceedings, the default rule in
Article 21.3(c) proceedings is that the party making a claim carries the associated
burden of proof (Appellate Body Report, US–Wool Shirts and Blouses).
Arbitrators have underscored the consequences of the defendant’s failure to
rebut the original proposal. We explain.

Recall that complaining Members have recourse to Article 21.3(c) of the DSU
because the defending Member has not agreed with the period proposed by the
complaining Member(s) in their negotiations. Before the Arbitrator, the defending
Member will, of course, repeat its disagreement with that period (otherwise a settle-
ment would have occurred). The starting point is thus, the period suggested by the
complaining Member. Once the complaining Member has proposed the bench-
mark, it is for the defending Member to explain why it is not correct and to
make a counterproposal. If the Arbitrator finds that the counterproposal is unrea-
sonable, it will base its decision on the totality of evidence (see US–Gambling
(Article 21.3(c) of the DSU) (para. 31)).12

In effect, this means that, in common with many other aspects of WTO dispute
settlement proceedings, issues of burden of proof are ultimately not very legally
significant: for safety’s sake, each party must in practice assume the burden of
adducing sufficient evidence to support its own positions. At the end of the day,
WTO judges will decide on preponderance of evidence without pointing a finger
towards either the complainant or the defendant, as to who should have produced
the evidence.

4. The reasonableness standard and attendant circumstances

The discussion so far has established that the Arbitrator has considerable discretion
to define the RPT during which compliance should occur. Next, we discuss how
this has worked in practice, and how Arbitrators have exercised their discretion.
To do this, we will first explain the generic standard that Arbitrators have devel-
oped, and then see how they have applied it to specific disputes. The standard devel-
oped calls for ‘reasonableness’. It has been further disaggregated into specific
criteria (often referred to as ‘attendant circumstances’) on which Arbitrators
have based their calculation of the RPT.

4.1 A reasonableness standard

In US–Hot Rolled Steel (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU), the Arbitrator laid down the
standard that has been applied in all similar disputes (para. 25):

12 The Arbitrator in US–Offset Act (Byrd Amendment) (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU) confirmed this
(para. 44).
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a ‘reasonable period’must be interpreted consistently with the notions of flexibil-
ity and balance that are inherent in the concept of ‘reasonableness’, and in a
manner that allows for account to be taken of the particular circumstances of
each case.

Circumstances are of course idiosyncratic elements in each and every case. And
yet the rationale for taking into account some of them, while rejecting others,
reveals the scaffolding on which ‘reasonableness’ stands in this context. Case
law has established, however, that there is one element that it would be unreason-
able to take into account when calculating the RPT. In Indonesia–Autos (Article
21.3(c) of the DSU), the Arbitrator held that the RPT is not meant to provide
breathing space to the domestic industry that will suffer from the compliance or
adjustment of the WTO-inconsistent measure. This is because, in virtually every
case in which a measure has been found to be WTO-inconsistent, some degree of
adjustment by the domestic industry of the Member concerned will be necessary
(para. 23).13

In what follows, we examine the criteria (attendant circumstances) upon which
the Arbitrators have relied in order to calculate the RPT.

4.2 Administrative vs. legislative procedures required

We stated above that, although the mandate of the Arbitrator is limited to a calcu-
lation of the period of time during which compliance should occur, it will not put
into question the intricacies of domestic law that will be employed to this effect.14

However, practice reveals that Arbitrators have routinely made a distinction
between disputes where, under domestic law, the defendingMember must use legis-
lative as opposed to administrative procedures. The rationale is that usually longer
periods are required to change laws than to change regulations or other administra-
tive instruments.

When legislative measures are required, the calendar of the legislature might be
relevant in calculating the RPT (US–Offset Act (Byrd Amendment) (Article 21.3(c)
of the DSU) at para. 70).15 Conversely, when administrative procedures are
required, the timing of forthcoming elections is irrelevant for the determination
of the RPT (US–Stainless Steel (Mexico) (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU) at para. 62).

13 This was confirmed by the Arbitrator in EC–Export Subsidies on Sugar (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU)
(paras. 92–).

14 In some cases, in order to establish the time within which a Member must comply, it will be neces-
sary to take into account the manner in which the Member proposes to do so as an element of analysis to
determine the RPT. See, e.g., Award of the Arbitrator, Peru–Agricultural Products (Article 21.3(c) of the
DSU), para. 3.6.

15 This was considered in cases where a new Congress has not yet convened at the time when the arbi-
tration was initiated. See Awards of the Arbitrators in US–Section 110(5) Copyright Act (Article 21.3(c) of
the DSU), para. 45 and US–1916 Act (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU), para. 44.
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Based on the distinctions between administrative and legislative procedures,
Arbitrators have consistently decided on shorter periods when the former are
required. The reports issued in Canada–Pharmaceutical Patents (Article 21.3(c)
of the DSU) (para. 49), and Chile–Price Band System (Article 21.3(c) of the
DSU) (para. 38) illustrate this point.

Also, in Brazil–Retreaded Tyres (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU), the Arbitrator did
not exclude that the judiciary may be involved in implementation (para. 68).

4.3 Complexity of the implementing measure

An overlapping issue concerns the complexity of the implementing measures
employed. In Canada–Pharmaceutical Patents (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU), the
Arbitrator accepted that the complexity of the measure, but not necessarily the
complexity of the procedure to be employed (although the two are to a degree inter-
linked), was a factor that should be taken into account when calculating the period
(para. 50). However, the mere fact that aWTOMember is called to comply with an
international obligation has been dismissed as a factor of complexity (US–Offset
Act (Byrd Amendment) (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU) at para. 70).16

4.4 Developing country status

4.4.1 Developing country acting as complainant

In this case, the intuition is that complaining developing countries will suffer more
than developed countries from untimely compliance, since they are more likely to
be reliant on the export income being lost as a result of the defending Member’s
WTO-inconsistent measures. Of course, this proposition may not always be
grounded in reality. In EC–Export Subsidies on Sugar (Article 21.3(c) of the
DSU), the Arbitrator accepted Brazil’s argument to the effect that delayed imple-
mentation would lead to increase unemployment and accordingly reduced the
period of time (paras. 99–).

A mere invocation, without proof, of economic harm or loss does not suffice.
Unlike Brazil in the sugar dispute, in US–Gambling (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU),
Antigua and Barbuda did not produce any evidence showing increased unemploy-
ment as a result of the US’ delayed implementation. Consequently, the Arbitrator
did not reduce the RPT on this ground (para. 62). In any event, there are some
issues that are not affected by the status of the complainant as a developing
country. For example, in US–OCTG Sunset Reviews (Article 21.3(c) of the
DSU), the Arbitrator refused to reduce the period of time because the legislative
procedure required in order to bring the measures into compliance would be the
same regardless of whether the complainant was a developing country (para. 52).

16 This was confirmed by the Arbitrators in EC–Chicken Cuts (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU) and Brazil –
Retreaded Tyres (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU), paras. 52 and 82, respectively.
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This reflects the practical reality that if the legal standard applied by the
Arbitrator is that the defending Member should implement within the shortest
time possible under its legal system, this time cannot be further shortened depend-
ing on whether the complaining Member is a developed or developing Member.17

4.4.2 Developing country acting as defendant

The concern here is that developing countries may have non-performing adminis-
trations, and thus, other things being equal, might require longer periods to comply
with adverse rulings than developed WTO Members. Once again, the intellectual
legitimacy of this proposition is quite shaky, for various reasons. Developing
country status is an amorphous concept anyway, and some developing countries
at the top end of the scale look more like developed than developing countries
(developing country status at the WTO is self-defining). Moreover, for good
reasons (e.g., scarce administrative capacity) developing countries might opt to
implement using shorter or more streamlined procedures than more developed
countries.

Nevertheless, in Indonesia–Autos (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU), the Arbitrator
gave ‘full weight’ to the developing country status of the defending Member,
Indonesia, and the fact that it was experiencing an exceptionally dire economic
and financial situation. As a result, the Arbitrator awarded a longer RPT of an add-
itional period of six months over and above the minimum six-month period
required for the completion of Indonesia’s domestic rule-making process
(para. 24).

4.4.3 Complainant and defendant are both developing countries

This issue arose inChile–Price Band System (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU), since both
complainant (Argentina), and defendant (Chile) were developing countries. Under
the circumstances, the Arbitrator decided not to take their developing country
status into account at all (para. 56).18

In EC–Tariff Preferences (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU), the EC requested a longer
RPT, arguing that the award of the Arbitrator would affect third-party developing
countries and LDCs that were beneficiaries of the EC’s GSP scheme that was at
issue in the dispute. The Arbitrator did not consider this to be a relevant particular
circumstance (para. 59).

17 See also Award of the Arbitrator, US–COOL (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU), paras. 99 and 100.
18 The same result was reached by the Arbitrator in both Colombia–Ports of Entry (Article 21.3(c) of

the DSU), paras. 106 and 107, where Panama was the complaining Member and Colombia the defending
Member; and, recently, Peru–Agricultural Products (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU), where Guatemala was the
complaining Member and Peru the defending Member, para. 3.43.
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4.5 The societal importance of the measure

In Chile–Price Band System (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU), the Arbitrator faced a
novel issue. Chile argued that a longer period was required because the price
band system at issue was a longstanding element of Chilean agricultural policies
that had been used for years to calculate prices of imports and that its withdrawal
would provoke popular opposition. The Arbitrator considered that ‘[a]ll WTO dis-
putes are “contentious” domestically at least to some extent; if they were not, there
would be no need for recourse by WTO Members to dispute settlement’. Thus,
simple contentiousness may not be a sufficient consideration under Article 21.3
(c) for a longer period of time (para. 47). Nevertheless, the Arbitrator accepted
Chile’s request for a longer period of time, considering that the price band
system was ‘so fundamentally integrated into the policies of Chile’ and its modifi-
cation or repeal had an ‘unique role and impact on Chilean society’ that a longer
RPT was warranted (para. 48). However, this case is something of an exception.
Similar arguments have been raised in 40% of all Article 21.3(c) proceedings
without success.19

4.6 The clock ticks from the date of adoption

The Arbitrator in EC–Chicken Cuts (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU) observed that four
months had passed since the adoption of the final report. The Arbitrator considered
that this elapsed time must be included in the RPT, since the defending Member
should not remain idle once the report is adopted and pending a decision on the
RPT. Instead, the Member should be striving towards the implementation of the
adverse rulings from the date of adoption, since the duty to comply does not
depend on the calculation of the RPT but on the adoption of the report (para. 66).

4.7 Embedded reasonableness

In US–COOL (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU), the inconsistent measure came within
the scope of the Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT Agreement).
Article 2.12 of the TBT Agreement provides that Members must allow a certain
period of time between the issuance of certain TBT measures and their entry into
force. In the underlying dispute, the US was found to have acted inconsistently
with its obligations by not respecting this time period. The issue then arose
whether the Arbitrator should take this minimum period into account in determin-
ing the RPT for the US to implement its new, WTO-consistent measure. The com-
plaining Members, whom this requirement was designed to protect, indicated that
they did not want to benefit from it with respect to the measures taken to

19 See annexed Table. For instance, this argument has been rejected in Awards of the Arbitrator in EC–
Export Subsidies on Sugar (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU), para. 102, and Colombia–Ports of Entry (Article
21.3(c) of the DSU), paras. 102 and 103.
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implement. The Arbitrator therefore decided not to include this period in the calcu-
lation of the RPT (para. 121).

5. Timeliness of Article 21.3(c) in Practice

We now consider the timeliness of the Article 21.3(c) dispute process itself. Are the
time guidelines mentioned in Article 21.3(c) reflected in actual practice? Are Article
21.3(c) proceedings completed in a timely fashion?

5.1 Lengthy negotiations

As noted, in practice, disputes do not generally proceed to arbitration immediately
after the period of 45 days allowed for negotiations under Article 21.3(b) has
elapsed. In fact, only a single dispute has gone to the Arbitrator within 45 days,
Chile–Price Band System (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU). The distribution of time
elapsed between the adoption of the reports and the initiation of the arbitration
is given in Figure 1. Along the x-axis we measure the length of time before the
parties start arbitration. The width of each bar represents a span of five days
(e.g., 40–44 days, 45–49 days, etc.). As mentioned above and as shown in the
figure, only one case started within 45 days, four cases started between days 45
and 49. Hence, the height of the first bar is 1 and the height of the second bar is 4.

As seen, about half of the disputes do not go to arbitration until more than 70
days after the adoption of the final report, far longer than one would expect
given the language in Articles 21.3(b) and (c) of the DSU. The average negotiation
period is 75 days. Remarkably, one dispute, Brazil–Retreaded Tyres (Article 21.3

Figure 1. Length of time to start arbitration
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(c) of the DSU), did not go to arbitration until day 170 after adoption – almost four
times longer than the 45-day rule. Some of the reasons for this were outlined above.

While the efforts of the parties tonegotiate anRPTare commendable, the longdelay
in moving to Arbitration could affect the determination of the eventual RPT. Article
21.3(c) gives no reason to expect an Arbitrator to account for the negotiation time
when making his/her RPT decision. Given that the expectation is that the defending
Member begins work on implementation as soon as the report is adopted, there does
not appear tobeany reasonwhy theArbitrator shouldaccount for the time spentnego-
tiating with the complaining Member. Taking the negotiation period into account
might give defending Members an incentive to prolong negotiations.

On the other hand, the Arbitrator might not want to penalize the defending
Member for intense good faith negotiations and thus might (at least partially)
incorporate the time spent on negotiations into the calculation. After all, it is pre-
sumably more efficient if the parties reach an agreement on RPT. In addition, if the
negotiation time is not taken into account, a long negotiation period will simply
mean the defending Member will subsequently have less time to implement after
the Arbitrator’s award is announced. An Arbitrator might not feel comfortable
making a decision that leaves only weeks after the announcement of the RPT for
the defending Member to complete its implementation. Alternatively, the long
negotiation period could reflect the complexity of the implementation. And,
complex cases might receive longer RPT. If so, the longer negotiation period and
the longer RPT might both reflect complexity rather than strategic delay. Finally,
a lengthy negotiating period constrains the RPT that may be requested by the com-
plaining Member: if the negotiations last, say, 120 days, it is not practical for the
complaining Member to request an RPT of, say, 90 days.

In these circumstances, we would expect to find that Arbitrators generally award
longer RPTs in cases where the negotiation periodwas longer. In Figure 2, we present
a scatterplot of the length of time spent negotiating (the x-axis) and the eventual
RPT award (the y-axis). Each dot corresponds to an Article 21.3(c) dispute. Dots
further to the right have longer negotiation periods and higher dots correspond to
longer RPTs. Visually the figure suggests a positive relationship, indicating that
Arbitrators appear to award longer RPTs in cases where longer time is spent nego-
tiating before having recourse to Arbitration. We also include an Ordinary Least
Squares (OLS) fitted regression line to visually depict the correlation.20

5.2 The arbitration process

Arbitrators are expected to issue their award within 90 days from the date of adop-
tion of the final report. As explained above, this schedule is unrealistically short.

20We present formal statistical analysis below where we refine our estimates. We note here that in this
simple univariate regression depicted in the figure the impact of the length of time negotiating has a positive
and statistically significant impact on the RPT award.
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Part of the reason for the lengthy time required for the Arbitrator to issue the award
was discussed in the previous subsection – parties often do not request arbitration
until long after the 45-day guideline. Consequently, it is unrealistic to think an
Arbitrator could finish his/her award within the 90-day guideline: if the
Arbitrator were to begin his/her work on, for example, day 70, one cannot reason-
ably expect him/her to issue the award by day 90.

However, long negotiation periods are only part of the story. The reality is,
perhaps not surprisingly, that Arbitrators take far longer than the time suggested
by Article 21.3(c) of the DSU. Figure 3 provides evidence. Here we report the
length of time associated with the arbitration proceedings. Once again the width
of each bar represents a five-day span (e.g., day 50–54, 55–59, etc.). The first bin
(disputes with proceedings lasting 50–54 days) has height of 3, etc.

The minimum time taken for an arbitration proceeding is 51 days. The average
time taken is 75 days. In 10% of the disputes, the arbitration proceedings have
lasted 90 days or more. Three proceedings lasted between 100 and 104 days.

As is the case with the duration of the negotiations, the time taken to complete
the arbitration process could also have important consequences for the eventual
RPT. Interestingly, however, no such connection is found in the data. We exam-
ined the relationship between the length of the arbitration proceedings and the
RPT award. We found no statistical correlation. This suggests the Arbitrator
does not incorporate the time spent deliberating in the calculation of the RPT
award.

Figure 2. Delay in starting arbitration and RPT award
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5.3 Overall time to RPT award

Given the above two findings, it should not come as a surprise that we find that the
Arbitrator’s report was never issued within the 90-day window (Figure 4). The
minimum time required for the Arbitrator’s award as measured from the date of
adoption of the recommendation and rulings of the DSB is over 100 days and
the average (median) time is 148 (139) days. Remarkably, in more than 10% of
the proceedings, the Arbitrator’s award was not issued until more than 180 days
had passed, more than twice the timeframe specified in Article 21.3(c) of the DSU.

6. RPT awards

In spite of the lengthy process, the RPTs awarded byArbitrators generally fall within
theArticle 21.3(c) guidelines.Of the 30 disputes, all but one had anRPT thatwas less
than or equal to 450 days (i.e., the 15-month guideline inArticle 21.3(c)). The excep-
tion was EC–Bananas III (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU), in which the RPT was just
seven days longer than the 15-month guideline. We now investigate in statistical
terms which factors appear to have influenced the determination of the RPT.

6.1 Factors influencing the RPT

6.1.1 Developing country status

Article 21.2 of the DSU provides that ‘particular attention should be paid to
matters affecting the interests of developing country Members with respect to

Figure 3. Length of arbitration proceedings
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measures which have been subject to dispute settlement’. As noted above, this
attention could manifest itself in developing country Members obtaining a longer
RPT when they are the defending Member and a shorter RPT when they are a com-
plaining Member.

Interestingly, there is little evidence for either hypothesis. We find that disputes
with developing countries as complaining Members have an average RPT of 342
days, as compared to an average of 349 days for those where the complaining
Member is developed (Figure 5). Where the defending Member is a developing
country, we find an average RPT of 344 days, as compared to an average of 346
days for disputes in which the defending Member is a developed country
(Figure 5). Neither difference is statistically significant.

6.1.2 Covered agreements

As shown in Table 3, a large number of covered agreements have been the subject
of disputes that have resulted in Article 21.3(c) proceedings. We examined whether
the covered agreement at issue in an arbitration had any impact on the RPT. The
answer is no. We examined the RPT awarded for disputes involving each
covered agreement and found no meaningful or statistically significant differences.

Figure 4. Total time to RPT award decision
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Figure 5 shows the results for disputes involving one covered agreement – the Anti-
Dumping Agreement. As shown in Table 3, cases involving anti-dumping measures
are frequently the subject of Article 21.3(c) proceedings. Arbitrations in disputes
involving the Anti-Dumping Agreement resulted in an average RPT of 355 days,
compared to an average RPT of 342 days for disputes not involving the Anti-
Dumping Agreement. This difference of approximately two weeks is not statistic-
ally significant. Or, as another example, arbitrations in disputes involving the
GATT 1994 resulted in an average RPT of 353 days, compared to an average
RPT of 333 days for arbitrations in disputes not involving the GATT 1994.
While this difference is slightly larger than the difference found for disputes involv-
ing the Anti-Dumping Agreement, it is nevertheless not statistically significant.

6.1.3 Legislative vs. non-legislative compliance

We find that compliance requires some type of legislative action in about half of the
arbitrations. As we noted above, even a casual review of Article 21.3(c) awards
makes it clear that Arbitrators routinely determine longer RPTs when the defending
Member must use legislative, rather than simply administrative procedures to
comply. The casual empiricism is confirmed in the data (Figure 5). Disputes

Figure 5. Average RPT award
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requiring legislative action to implement had an average RPT of 382 days versus an
average RPT of 307 days for disputes where legislative action was not needed. This
different of almost 11 weeks is, notably, statistically significant.

The need for legislative action influences not just the Arbitrator’s RPT but also
what the parties propose for the RPT (see Table 5). Specifically, when we look at
the requests for RPTs in these cases, we see that complaining Members seem to
incorporate the fact that the RPT will be longer in disputes requiring legislative
action (requesting an average of 234 days compared to 183 days in non-legislative
cases). This seems like reasonable bargaining on behalf of the complainingMembers.

By contrast, we find little difference in the average RPT requested by defending
Members for cases involving legislative compared to non-legislative implementation.
Digging deeper, however, we find a large difference in the requested RPT when we
look at the median rather than the mean. Notably, the median RPT request by
defending Members is 450 days where no legislative changes are needed, but this
increases to 540 days if legislative action is needed. Regardless of whether we look
at the mean or the median, it is clear that defending Members systematically ask
for an RPT that is far longer than the 450-day guideline.

6.2 Strategic bargaining

Complaining and defending Members appear to understand how their requests
affect the RPT award. In Figure 6, we depict the parties’ requests and the
Arbitrator’s awards for the RPT. In this figure, we order the disputes by duration
of defending Member’s RPT request. The solid circles denote the complaining
Members’ request; the solid squares denote the defending Member’s request.
The red dashed line reflects the Arbitrator’s RPT.

Several clear patterns can be seen. First, defendingMembers always request more
time than the complainingMembers.21 The complainingMembers’ average request

Table 5. RPT requests

Non-legislative Legislative

Complaining Member Defending Member Complaining Member Defending Member

Average 183 568 234 556
Median 170 450 210 540
Min 90 330 180 422
Max 300 1395 300 1170

21 In one case, Canada–Pharmaceuticals (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU), the complaining Member (the
EC) asked for ‘less than 12 months’ and the defending Member asked for 11 months. It is unclear how
to interpret the EC’s vague request. In our analysis, for purposes of completeness, we assume that the
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is 208 days and defending Members’ average request is 562 days (last row,
Table 6).

Second, there has only been a single dispute, EC–Bananas III (Article 21.3(c) of
the DSU), in which the Arbitrator did not ‘split the difference’ to some degree. In
that case, the defending Member asked for and received an RPT of 15 months and
seven days. EC–Bananas III (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU) is also noteworthy
because it is the only dispute in which the RPT exceeded the 15-month guideline.
In other words, while the 450-day guideline is not a mandated maximum, for all
practical purposes, Arbitrators have acted as if the RPT may not exceed 450 days.

We define the ‘spread’ as the difference between the complaining and defending
Members’ requests. The Arbitrator’s decision can simply be characterized as
the amount of difference given to each party. As shown in in the last row of
Table 6, on average the Arbitrator’s RPT award very nearly splits the difference

Figure 6. RPT requests and Arbitrator’s award(disputes ordered by size of
defending Members’ RPT request)

EC’s the request was five months. While our choice of five months is admittedly arbitrary, we note that the
Arbitrator’s RPT was six months, so it seems sensible to assume the EC’s RPT request was interpreted by
the Arbitrator as a date no more than six months. Our choice of five months is consistent with the ‘split the
difference’ approach, which we observe in nearly all cases.
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in half – the defending Member receives 44%, and the complaining Member
receives 56% of the difference.22

When we divide the cases depending on whether legislative action is required, we
see the split is almost exactly half-way for cases requiring legislative implementa-
tion (51.4%). However, the split is not quite so even when the case does not

Table 6. RPT requests and Arbitrator’s award

Average RPT (days)

No. days defending
Member requested

Implemen-
tation

Complaining
Member

Defending
Member Arbitrator

Defending Member’s
share of spread

⩽450 days
Non-Legis. 160 422 279 43.2%
Legislative 202 445 330 51.6%
Total 178 432 301 46.8%

>450 days
Non-Legis. 210 735 340 29.5%
Legislative 255 630 417 51.3%
Total 235 676 383 41.8%

All Cases
Non-Legis. 183 568 307 36.8%
Legislative 234 556 382 51.4%
Total 208 562 345 44.1%

22As an exception to the average trend, in EC–Hormones (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU) and Argentina–
Hides and Leather (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU), the difference between the complaining Member and
defending Members’ requests was not ‘split’ in half. This is because the requests of the defending
Members in the mentioned cases were extraordinarily long. The defending Members in these disputes
justified their requests on certain attendant circumstances that were rejected by the Arbitrator. In EC–
Hormones (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU), the EC requested a RPT of 39 months as it needed to complete
a hormone-specific and residue-specific risk assessment in order to implement the compliance measure.
The Arbitrator rejected the request of the EC. He stated that granting additional time for risk assessment
would have been contrary to ‘prompt compliance’ and to compliance with the obligations of the SPS
Agreement. He noted that the obligation to implement measures based on risk assessment commenced
in 1995 when the WTO Agreement came into force and not when a final report was adopted by the
DSB (paras. 40 and 41). In Argentina–Hides and Leather (Article 21.3(c) of the DSU), Argentina requested
a RPT of 46 months. Argentina submitted that the compliance measure affected the heart of its tax system
and the Law on Fiscal Solvency. In Argentina’s view, the restructuration of its tax system would have
aggravated its liquidity problems in time of recession and would therefore need to be done progressively
(across three financial years), especially considering its developing country Member status. The
Arbitrator rejected Argentina’s request. He established that the compliance measure was limited to
specific DSB rulings and not to the bulk of measures targeted to overcome the Argentine economic reces-
sion. He also questioned the causal relation between the compliance measure and the economic situation in
Argentina (paras. 44–49, 49, and 51).
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require legislative action (the defending Member share is 36.8%). When we
compare the ‘share of spread’ in the upper parts of the table, it becomes clear
this is mostly due to the relatively low share when the defending Member asks
for more than 450 days (just 29.5%).

Third, the defendingMember often asks for more than 15 months. In Table 6, we
divide the disputes where the defendingMember requests (i) no more than 450 days
(14 disputes); and (ii) more than the 450 days (16 disputes). Fascinatingly, even
though there is little reason why a defending Member should expect to receive
more than 450 days, in more than half the cases the defendingMember nevertheless
requests more than the 450-day guideline. Moreover, in these 16 disputes, the
defending Members’ requests averaged 676 days. In two cases, EC–Hormones
(Article 21.3(c) of the DSU) and Argentina–Hides and Leather (Article 21.3(c) of
the DSU), the requests exceeded three years.

As noted, while the 15-month period is only a guideline, in practice the
Arbitrators appear to treat the 15-month period as the maximum RPT. The par-
ticular circumstances of the disputes, to date at least, have not warranted a system-
atic expansion of the RPT beyond 15 months. So, while defending Members often
claim their case is unique and that a very long RPT is warranted, Arbitrators gen-
erally have not agreed.

Nevertheless, the statistics in Table 6 suggest that there is some value to requesting
a long RPT. For instance, for those cases where the RPT requested was less than 450
days, we see that the Arbitrators have awarded an average of 301 days. By contrast,
when the defending Member asks for more than 450 days, the Arbitrators have
awarded an average RPT of 383 days – 82 days longer than when the defending
Member asks for less than 450 days. We see the same pattern when we divide the
cases into those with and without legislative implementation. The disparity is seen
for both cases requiring legislative implementation (417 compared to 330 days)
and those not requiring legislative action (340 compared to 279 days). There is
little doubt that requests for longer RPTs generally result in awards of longer RPTs.

Furthermore, for all practical purposes, the Article 21.3(c) process has evolved to
the point where every case is deemed (by the defending Member) as warranting an
extraordinarily long RPT. Figure 7 depicts similar information as presented in
Figure 6. In Figure 7, however, the disputes are ordered chronologically. As seen,
while defending Members have always tended to ask for long RPTs, they now
tend to do so in every case. Amazingly, the most recent dispute in which the defend-
ing Member requested an RPT of less than 15 months was Canada–Patent Term
(Article 21.3(c) of the DSU) in 2000, over 15 years ago! There have been 18
Article 21.3(c) disputes since that time and in each one the defending Member
asked for at least 15 months and, in two thirds of the cases, the defending
Member has asked for more than 15 months.

We believe the propensity of the defending Members to request RPTs exceeding
the 15-month guideline reflects their understanding of what the Arbitrator does –
namely, splitting the difference rather than computing an award de novo. If the
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Arbitrator is going to split the difference, why should the defending Member not
ask for a longer RPT than it might perhaps reasonably expect to receive?

Consider the early Article 21.3(c) proceedings. In the 12 cases through 2000 (i.e.,
cases up to and including Canada–Patent Term), the RPT awarded was 450 days
(or more) in only three: Japan–Alcoholic Beverages II, EC–Bananas III, EC–
Hormones. In each of these cases, the defending Member asked for more than
450 days. In only one of the remaining nine cases (Chile–Alcoholic Beverages)
did the defending Member request more than 450 days. Interestingly, the RPT
awarded in Chile–Alcoholic Beverages was the largest of the other nine cases
(429 days), while still less than the 450-day guideline.

The data suggests that there is a return to a defending Member from requesting a
longer RPT. Thus, as often is the case when negotiating, there is a value to strategic-
ally asking for more than one can reasonably expect to receive. We document this
in Table 7.

To get a sense of the extent to which requesting a longer RPT may influence the
outcome, we partition the cases into four groups based on the following criteria: (i)
whether or not legislative action is required: and (ii) whether or not the defending
Member requested an RPT of more than 450 days. We then consider the following

Figure 7. RPT requests and Arbitrator’s award(disputes ordered by chronological
date)
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thought experiment. What if the Arbitrator treated all requests for RPTs longer
than 450 days as if the RPT requested was 450 days? That is, what if the 450-
day guideline operated as a cap on the RPT that could be requested or, more
simply, as a cap on what can be considered?

Given that we found the ‘share of the spread’ varied depending on the length of
the RPT requested by the defending Member, we adjust the defending Member’s
share of the spread to equal that when the requests are less than 450 days. The alter-
native share of spread is given in the final column in Table 6.23 The results are given
in Table 7. For cases not requiring legislative approval, we estimate the average
RPT would have been 313 days instead of 340 days, a difference of 27 days. For
cases requiring legislative action, we estimate the average RPT would have been
356 days instead of 417 days, a difference of 61 days.

Overall, our analysis suggests the defending Member’s decision to request an
RPT longer than the 450-day guideline results in an RPT award that is 10% to
20% longer than it would otherwise be.

7. Concluding thoughts

Article 21.3(c) gives the Arbitrator considerable discretion to define the RPT during
which compliance should occur. We have established how Arbitrators have exer-
cised their discretion by embracing flexibility and balance, or, more broadly, by
adopting the concept of reasonableness. We then examined the ‘attendant circum-
stances’ that may influence the Arbitrator’s calculation of RPT. Practice reveals
that Arbitrators have distinguished between disputes where, under domestic law,
the defendingMember must use legislative action as opposed to administrative pro-
cedures, and have consistently granted longer RPT when legislative action is

Table 7. Arbitrator’s RPT awards (days)

Defending Member request

⩽450 days
>450 days

Actual RPT Actual RPT ‘What If’ RPT* Additional Days

Non-Legislative 279 340 313 27
Legislative 330 417 356 61
Total 301 383 337 46

*Arbitrator ‘splits difference’ with maximum request of 450 days

23 for instance, for cases not requiring legislative action, the share was 29.5% for those with long RPT
requests versus 43.2% for those with RPT requests of no more than 450 days.
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needed. Other criteria such as whether the complaining and/or defending Members
are developing economies or the specific covered agreement seem to have mattered
less in practice.

Based on our review of all RPT awards for cases between 1 January 1995 and 31
May 2016, a couple of important insights emerge. First, there is a strong tendency
for the Arbitrator to ‘split the difference’ between the RPTs proposed by the com-
plaining and defending Members. Interestingly, while there is some variation from
case to case, on average the Arbitrator awards an RPT that commonly lies about
half-way between the two parties’ proposals, especially in cases involving legisla-
tive means of implementation. Second, we find that defendants have responded
to the Arbitrator’s apparent ‘split the difference’ approach by increasing their
requests for RPTs too far in excess of the 450-day guideline in Article 21.3(c). In
fact, the average RPT requested in such cases was 676 days. We find that requests
for longer RPTs have resulted in RPT awards that are approximately 30–60 days
longer than would otherwise have been awarded.

Our analysis also suggests that the approach taken by Arbitrators is one that
could, in practice, be duplicated by the parties to a dispute in their negotiations
under Article 21.3(b) of the DSU. Indeed, statistics indicate that the average RPT
negotiated under Article 21.3(b) is 9.68 months, whereas the average RPT
awarded by Arbitrators under Article 21.3(c) is 11.43 months.24 When adjustment
is made for ‘easy’ cases in which implementation does not take a long time and
agreement is easily reached on the RPT, these periods are roughly the same. This
suggests that our analysis is also reflected in the practical approach taken by
Members in negotiating an RPT. The fact that the average RPT awarded by
Arbitrators is longer than the average negotiated RPT may suggest (i) that the
cases that go to arbitration involve more complicated implementation or compli-
ance; and (ii) that the ‘rewards’ available for requesting a longer RPT may be
attractive in some cases.

It is debatable whether our review of Article 21.3(c) is consistent with the inter-
pretation offered by Horn, Maggi, and Staiger (2010), whose model approach sug-
gests that what Arbitrators have done could be viewed as some form of
‘completion’ of the incomplete nature of Article 21.3. On the one hand, it is
unclear whether the authors had in mind instances like this one, or whether their
model was confined to the analysis operated in Panel and Appellate Body reports
exclusively. If we were to set this observation aside, in a way ‘completion’ has
occurred through the development of criteria, the ‘attendant circumstances’,
which will help the Arbitrator calculate the RPT. On the other hand, of course,
as our analysis shows, at the end of the day, the only predictable outcome is that
the difference will be eventually split. One might thus rationally wonder whether
the various criteria used actually affect the outcome of calculation or, conversely,

24 These statistics were retrieved from www.worldtradelaw.net
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whether it is the splitting of the difference that matters most (irrespective of the
factors affecting the RPT). The latter seems to be the case.
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Appendix: Particular Circumstances Raised By The Defending Member In Article 21.3(C) Dsu Arbitrations

Dispute
Number
[21.3c)]

Dispute Name
[21.3c)]

Defendant
is a

developing
country

Implementation
measure is
complex

Implementation
process is

complex (multi-
step and
sequential
process)

Implementation
measure is
contentious
domestically

Standard
legislative and
regulatory

practices linked
to transparency
and due-process
are needed for
implementation

Institutional
changes,
elections,

congressional
schedule affect
promptness of
implementation

Broader legislative
or regulatory

reform, or support
measures are
needed for full
implementation

(r) = (reform), (s) =
(supplementary
means), (b) =

(both)

Structural
market

imbalances
and domestic
adjustments
should be

accounted for

Workload of
implementing

authority affects
implementation

Risk-assessment
is needed to full
implementation

DS457 Peru–Agricultural
Products

yes yes yes yes yes yes (S)

DS429 US–Shrimp II
(Viet Nam)

yes yes yes

DS437 US–Countervailing
Measures (China)

yes yes yes yes

DS414 China–GOES yes yes yes yes (S)
DS384 US–COOL yes yes yes
DS366 Colombia–Ports of

Entry
yes yes yes yes yes (S)

DS344 US–Stainless Steel
(Mexico)

yes yes yes

DS332 Brazil–Retreaded
Tyres

yes yes yes (S) yes

DS336 Japan–DRAMS yes yes
DS322 US–Zeroing

(Japan)
agreement
reached
between
the parties

DS269/
DS286

EC–Chicken Cuts yes yes yes yes (S)

DS265 EC–Export
Subsidies on
Sugar

yes yes yes yes yes (R) yes
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Appendix: (Cont.)

Dispute
Number
[21.3c)]

Dispute Name
[21.3c)]

Defendant
is a

developing
country

Implementation
measure is
complex

Implementation
process is

complex (multi-
step and
sequential
process)

Implementation
measure is
contentious
domestically

Standard
legislative and
regulatory

practices linked
to transparency
and due-process
are needed for
implementation

Institutional
changes,
elections,

congressional
schedule affect
promptness of
implementation

Broader legislative
or regulatory

reform, or support
measures are
needed for full
implementation

(r) = (reform), (s) =
(supplementary
means), (b) =

(both)

Structural
market

imbalances
and domestic
adjustments
should be

accounted for

Workload of
implementing

authority affects
implementation

Risk-assessment
is needed to full
implementation

DS302 Dominican
Republic–
Cigarettes

agreement
reached
between
the parties

DS285 US–Gambling yes yes yes yes
DS268 US–Oil Country

Tubular Goods
Sunset Reviews

yes yes yes

DS264 US–Softwood
Lumber V

agreement
reached
between
the parties

DS246 EC–Tariff
Preferences

yes yes yes yes yes (B)

DS217/
DS234

US–Offset Act
(Byrd
Amendment)

yes yes yes yes yes

DS207 Chile–Price Band
System

yes yes yes yes yes yes (B)

DS202 US–Line Pipe agreement
reached
between
the parties

DS184 US–Hot-Rolled
Steel

yes yes yes yes

DS155 Argentina–Hides
and Leather

yes yes yes yes yes (B)
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DS170 Canada–Patent
Term

yes yes yes

DS136/
DS162

US–1916 Act (EC) yes yes yes

DS160 US–Section 110(5)
Copyright Act

yes yes yes yes

DS139/
DS142

Canada–Autos yes yes yes (B)

DS114 Canada–Pharma
ceuticals

yes yes yes

DS87/
DS110

Chile–Alcoholic
Beverages

yes yes yes yes yes

DS75/
DS84

Korea–Alcoholic
Beverages

yes yes yes (S)

DS18 Australia–Salmon yes
DS54/
DS55/
DS59/
DS64

Indonesia–Autos yes yes yes yes yes

DS26/DS48 EC–Hormones yes yes yes yes
DS27 EC–Bananas III yes yes yes yes
DS8 Japan–Alcoholic

Beverages II
yes yes yes yes (S) yes

Frequency
(% of
times
raised by
defending

Members) 20% of all
disputes

70% of all
disputes

93,3% of all
disputes

43.3% of all
disputes

63.3% of all
disputes

36.6% of all
disputes

40% of all
disputes

10% of all
disputes

13.3% of all
disputes

6.6% of all
disputes
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